
How to get to the top of 
Google
There are a lot of myths around getting to the top 

of Google but in reality there is a lot you can do to 

help yourself.



Peter Dickinson
• Business & Digital Coach

• MBA / Chartered ICT Professional

• Founder & Managing Director, KUB 
Ltd – Hybrid Digital Marketing 
Agency

• Joined by Charleh Dickinson 6 years 
ago to grow the agency

• Worked with over 500 companies 
across a wide range of sectors over 
nearly 20 years.

• Working with technology since 1984

• 30,000 connections on LinkedIn



Housekeeping
• Run in Speaker view during the 

presentation and Gallery view 

during the interactive sessions

• Use mute when not talking

• Raise your hand to contribute

• Ask questions through chat

• Keep your video on. Switch off if 

you don’t want to be recorded.



• Compete in the digital world

• Build on your knowledge

• Solve digital marketing problems

• Build a community to support 

marketing

Purpose



• Free Wednesday Workshops (11-12am)

• Book: Drive Sales with Digital Marketing

• Online Digital Marketing Courses

• Fast Track Digital Marketing 90 Day 

Challenge

• Digital Marketing Analysis Report

• Marketing Strategy & Implementation

Vision2Success



Drive Sales with 
Digital Marketing

• Available on Amazon

• 60,000 words

• 3 chapters on the overall 

process

• 7 chapters on practical 

application

Vision2Success.co



WhatsApp Group
We have set up a WhatsApp group to 

share updates and to ask questions that 

may not have been covered during the 

workshop.

Please email your mobile number to 

racheleglin@kub-uk.com and Rachel will 

add you to the WhatsApp for the Group.



How to get to the top of Google



What you will take away:

• What is SEO

• Why getting found in Google is important to your business

• Techniques that you can do to get found in your Google

• Actions you can take

• How to measure SEO



Why do you want to be on 
Page 1 of Google?



What is Search Engine 
Optimisation (SEO)?

• Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is the process of 
increasing the quality and quantity of website traffic by 
increasing the visibility of a website or a web page to 
users of a web search engine.

• SEO refers to the improvement of unpaid results (known 
as "natural" or "organic" results) and excludes direct 
traffic and the purchase of paid placement.

Source: Wikipedia.org

Google’s objective is to give searchers a concise & 
factually correct answer to a query that can be 
scanned by the user or read aloud Google Assistant.



What makes up SEO?



Why SEO?

• Brand awareness
• Expert/authority in your 

sector
• Source of support for new & 

existing customers
• Generate new enquiries



Search Engine’s 
Objective

• Expertise

• Authority

• Relevance

• User Behaviour

• Trust



Fundamentals



Background 
Reading

SEO 2021 Learn Search Engine 
Optimization With Smart 
Internet Marketing Strategies:

Learn SEO with smart internet 
marketing strategies



Misconceptions

• Free – takes a lot of hard work 
• One-Off Campaign – it’s a commitment
• Quick Results – Takes 6-18 months to 

have an effect
• Top of Page 1 – False promises
• Google Keeps Changing – Core 

principles have never changed – tactics 
have (gaming)

• How Hard Can it Be?



What it Can Do

• Sustainable Marketing – Builds 
on previous work

• Local Business – Be found locally
• Longer Search Terms – Be found 

for your niche
• Beat Your Competition –

Improve your profile



What’s Important

• Secure and Accessible Website
• Page Speed (Especially Mobile Page Speed)
• Mobile Friendliness
• Domain Age, URL, and Authority
• Optimized Content
• Technical SEO
• User Experience (RankBrain)
• Number & Quality of Backlinks (Relevant 

sites linking to yours)
• Social Signals
• Real Business Information



Keyword Phrases / Long Tail 
Keywords

• Three & four keyword phrases which are very, very specific to 
whatever you are selling. 

• Whenever a customer uses a highly specific search phrase, they tend 
to be looking for exactly what they are actually going to buy. This is 
called Buyer’s Intent.

Examples:
• Part-time Xero bookkeeping Preston
• Wordpress web design Blackburn
• Divorce solicitor Burnley

How do customers find you on Google (other than type 
in the name of your business)?



Long Tail Keywords

Long-tail keywords take their 
name from a graph of Google’s 
search results. 
A few terms (the “head” of the 
graph) are searched frequently, 
but the majority of searches 
(the “tail” of the graph) are for 
longer and more obscure 
keywords. 

These long tail keywords are also called “money keywords” 
or “buyers intent” because they are the ones that people 
use when they are looking to buy



Keyword Research

• How would you find your products and services?
• Use https://neilpatel.com/ubersuggest/ (Limited 

Free) to find keywords that you currently can be 
found for and associated words that you may not 
have used

• Current industry news/legislation – (e.g. “SRA 
Accounting rule changes” in the Legal Sector)

Go to: https://neilpatel.com/ubersuggest/ & type in your 
website – what do you see? 

https://neilpatel.com/ubersuggest/


Neil Patel’s Ubersuggest



Neil Patel’s Ubersuggest



Neil Patel’s Ubersuggest –
Research your competitors

• You can type any domain into Ubersuggest and it 
will tell you the keywords that a website can be 
found for.

• So you can use the tool to find out which 
keywords your competitors can be found for.

• This is a great way to find out which keywords 
you should be writing content for.

Go to: https://neilpatel.com/ubersuggest/ & type in 
some of your competitors’ websites – what do you 
see?



Crawl Errors

Errors on your site can reduce your rankings. Some are easy to fix, and 
some will need a developer. Use Ubersuggest to find.



GTMetrix - Site Speed



Google Analytics
What is happening on your website

www.google.co.uk/analytics



Google Search Console
How your site is performing in Google

https://search.google.com/search-console/welcome



Yoast
Edit a Post & then 
Scroll to the Bottom.

Yoast will tell you 
what needs to be 
done.



Bringing it Together

• Make sure you have:
– Full access to your website (inc Plugins)
– Google Analytics & Search Console

• Test the speed of your website
• Try Ubersuggest - can your website be found?
• Identify your keywords
• Start writing long articles around keywords
• Create a dashboard to capture key KPIs



Actions Round Up

From today’s 
presentation what 
actions are you 
going to take away?



Questions?



Introduce Yourself
• In Chat type in (or copy & paste):

– Name

– Company

– Contact details

– Brief description of what you do

– When we move on to the next section save the chat



What Marketing Problems Are 
You Trying to Solve?


